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...On the block I'm mr. Marvelous, 
Got an attitude like... 
Me is always starting s?t, 
Try to say that it ain't... 
But it ain't my fault when they're pulling that bullet... 
... I'll be traveling down these nasty roads, 
... I come with a story that must be told! 
If... I came up broke,... never thought to get... 
The whole... was not to real, so it made my pocket
swell, 
Even through the recession, my car is not for sell.
It's a shame I give it all up, if a n?-r really wanna get
into it, 
If I... n?-r you really know what I've been through... 
Came at the crib because you're not what you expect, 
Got the n??s on the block, got the... 
... you should have new the... 
Homie I suggest you... pop some s?t, pop off! 

Chorus:
Gmg got the pistol by my side, 
... upon my face if you don't want no s?t then
Pop off, pop off, pop off! 
I got muscles, so respect my hustle, 
When you're coming at the... if you don't want no s?t
then
Pop off, pop off, pop off! 

I know we can't beat this, shawnna is the craziest, 
Get on... smoke on this s?t that's the stinkiest
He rebels like I'm a delicatessen and maybe the
tastiest, 
You say they can beta it, but they don't believe you,
envious! 
From the city where the n??s don't... 
... bla, bla with the shot, n?-r take that! 
Make that be the feeling that you're getting
When you're dealing with a n?-r like me cause I'm
about that! 
... I'm a real og, never doubt that! 
... talk a lot of bullshit you can miss me! 
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... plus that m to the o e trust that, 
Straight to the... 
You all n??s know me, I'm the lieutenant so salute me! 
N?-r, please believe me cause I ain't afraid to shoot
these n??s! 
Got the... got 'em hookers in the back, 

Chorus:
Gmg got the pistol by my side, 
... upon my face if you don't want no s?t then
Pop off, pop off, pop off! 
I got muscles, so respect my hustle, 
When you're coming at the... if you don't want no s?t
then
Pop off, pop off, pop off!
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